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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Linear Sampling Type Methods for Inverse 
Scat ter ing Problems: Theory and Applications 
Submitted by Dai,Lipeng 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2011 
This thesis will focus on three important mathematical issues arising from 
the study of inverse obstacle scattering problems. Linear sampling methods are a 
class of simple and robust numerical methods for the reconstruction of unknown 
scatterers. But there are no any complete and self-contained theoretical justi-
fications available in the literature. The first target of this thesis is to provide 
a complete and self-contained rigorous mathematical justification of the linear 
sampling methods. It is well known that one of the technical difficulties in im-
plementations of linear sampling methods is how to choose the cut-off values 
required in the methods if the energy of the indicator function blows up at a 
given point. Strengthened Linear Sampling Method seems to be a very robust 
and efficient algorithm to help select the cut-off values. As the second task of 
the thesis we will provide a complete theoretical justification of the method when 
it is applied to an inverse obstacle scattering problem involved in shallow water. 
Finally the thesis will study a underwater imaging problem. Some boundary 
i 
integral method will be first developed to provide the input data for the gov-
erning inverse problem. Then we wiH propose some reconstruction methods for 
the underwater inverse problem with or without a reference scatterer. Numerical 
simulations are presented to verify the efficiency of some numerical reconstruction 
methods addressed in the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
In t roduct ion 
Underwater imaging has been one of the major research areas of the inverse 
scattering problem. In this thesis, we shall apply the strengthened linear sampling 
type method to solve the shallow water inverse scattering problem. Before we fo-
cus on the inverse problem, we first consider the direct problem and formulate the 
following mathematical model corresponding to our underwater image problem. 
The shallow water waveguide is denoted by Rl := {(xi,X2) e R'^ � 0 < X2 < h}, 
where h is the depth of the ocean. QCRl'is the unknown obstacle that we want 
to recover. The total acoustic field u from a point source Xs == (a1，a;D satisfies 
(see [21]) 
Au{x) + kM^) = J(工 -A)， fo r a; 二（ti，X2) G Rl\n (1.1) 
w = a t 0：2二0， (1 -2) 
’ =0 , at X2 = h. (1.3) on 
u also satisfies the out-going radiation condition 
lim = 0 for n 二 l,...’oo, (1.4) 丨 arihoo \0\Xi J 
where x\ is the location of the acoustic source, k � 0 is the wavenumber, and Un 
is the nth normal propagation mode, i.e., if 
_ r (2n + l ) V l ' 
二 1 ， _ J 
1 
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(M工2) = sin[A:(l -
then u has the representation 
oo 
= for large. 
n = 0 
Meanwhile u has the boundary condition: 
Bu = 0 on dQ. 
From (1.1)- (1.4)，we conclude that the scattering field u^ satisfies: 
Au'{x) + k^^ix) = 0, for X G R l \ n (1.5) 
vf = 0, at X2 二 0, (1.6) 
^ = at = K (1-7) on 
lim ^ ( l ^ - i A a , 以 ^ 二 0 for n 二 l,."，oo- (1.8) IxiHoo V 乂 
uS satisfies some unknown boundary condition 
Bu' = -Bu' on a a (1.9) 
The inverse obstacle problem is to recover the shape and location of the scat-
terer Q. In order to solve this inverse problem, we shall apply the popular efficient 
linear sampling methods, with some important adaptations. 
1.0.1 Linear sampling method 
Linear sampling method(LSM) was initially developed by Colton and Kirsch in 
1996 (see [12]). This method has three advantages compared with other existing 
methods. First, it is faster due to the fact that its implementation only needs the 
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solution of a linear integral equation; second, this method does not require non-
linear optimization; third, the method is only slightly dependent on the geometry 
and physical properties of the unknown scatterers. In [12], the authors consid-
ered both the obstacle and medium cases. However, for the medium case, the 
proof has some drawbacks(see [15], if v, w is s^ solution of the interior transmis-
sion problem discussed in [20], then it only follows from [12] that v-w depends 
continuously on the boundary data, not v and w separately). Colton, Piana and 
Potthast provided a new approach for the medium case ([15]). The method is 
illustrated as follows. Assume that u € satisfies: 
'A2W + 二 0 in 股之， 
< = + (1.10) 
lim M ^ -认以” = 0 , r—oo or 
and has the far-field pattern Uoo{x]d) with x,d e Q := {x e = 1}. The 
index of refraction, n(x), is assumed to be piecewise continuously difFerentiable 
with a jump discontinuity across the smooth boundary dD. In this problem, D 
is the penetrable medium. The inverse problem of our interest is to determine D 
from only the knowledge of t^ oo(全;d) for �,deQ. To realize it, we introduce the 
far-field equation(see [12]): 
/ ， ( 秦 ) 等 备 - ， 
Meanwhile, we define Vg{x) := f�Md)ds(d) as the Herglotz wavefunction 
with kernel g,�(x,y) := - y\) as the fundamental solution of the 
Helmholtz equation, and =兹认至 .双 x e Q as the far-field pattern 
of the fundamental solution Instead of considering the solution of the 
far-field equation, we consider the solution of a far-field inequality and have the 
following theorem ([15]). 
Theorem 1.0.1. For every e > 0 and y e D there is a solution g = g{-,y) ^ 
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of the inequality 
[u �,d)g{d)ds{d) (LU) 
JQ LHQ) 
such that 
lim q = oo and lim = oo (1-12) 
y—dD �� y—dD 
where Vg is the Herglotz wavefunction with kernel g. 
The above theorem gives us an approximate solution of the far-field equation, 
the norm of which blows up to infinity as y tends to dD. Thus, we can construct 
our linear sampling method algorithm as the following three steps: 
• Select a mesh T^ of sampling points in a region S which contains D. 
• Find a solution of the far-field inequality for each mesh point y in T". 
• Select a cut-off value C; then count y e D ii\\g{-,y)\\LHn) < C and y ^ Z) 
if \\9{'^y)\\LHn) > C. 
An advantage of this method is that we only make use of the far-field pattern, i.e. 
the scattered wave at large distances from the scatterer to recover the unknown 
object. The method is thus more practical since in most real-life scenarios we 
are only able to collect information from a radar or a sonar distant from our 
target, e.g. a plane or a submarine. Therefore linear sampling method can be 
used in a variety of scattering inverse problems and a number of papers have 
been written to investigate this method. In [12] and [15], the two dimensional 
case was discussed. For the three dimensional case, one may refer to [11]. The 
anisotropic media case was analyzed in [7]. Linear sampling methods are wildly 
used to handle different kinds of obstacles, such as screens(see [6]) as well as 
cracks (see [4]). For an application of linear sampling methods in partially coated 
domains and dielectric, one may see [8] and [9]. The surface conductivity of a 
partially coated dielectric or the surface impedance of a partially coated obstacle 
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can also be determined respectively ([10] or [1]). The method can be used for 
target identification as well ([14]and [2]). 
1.0.2 choice of cut-off values 
A main difficulty in the linear sampling method is how to choose the cut-off 
values required in step 3 for the LSM algorithm illustrated in the previous section. 
Normally, the trial and error method is widely used, but this is very numerically 
expensive. However, the algorithm introduced in ([19]) provides a very effective 
� w a y to pinpoint the cut-off value. The basic idea is to introduce a reference object 
into the considered scattering environment. It is reasonable to believe that when 
putting an obstacle and a reference object together the new scattering field would 
correlate with both the obstacle and the reference object as a whole. This new 
scattering field could provide us some clues on how to choose a sound cut-off 
value. Actually, this is indeed the case as demonstrated in [19 . 
Assume D is the obstacle and B is the reference object. To prevent some 
unnecessary difficulties, we choose a ball as our reference object. J^{dD U dB) 
is the far-field pattern corresponding to DUB. Similarly, T{dD) is the far-field 
pattern corresponding to D. Then for the far-field pattern, we have the following 
two theorems( [19]). 
Theorem 1.0.2. Let B be a reference ball with sufficiently small radius r � 0 
such that dist{B, D) > cq > 0. Then, we have 
J'idD U dB) = T{dD) + 0{r) as r + 0 . (1.13) 
This theorem tells us that in order to affect the fax field to some extent, the 
radius of the reference ball cannot be too small. Otherwise T{dDUdB) « T{dD) 
which means that the far field changes little with the ball included. In other 
words, the insertion of the ball would be meaningless. Therefore, in order to get 
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a good correlation between the obstacle D and the ball B, the radius of the ball 
must be carefully chosen. 
Besides the behavior of the far-field pattern stated in Theorem 1.0.2, for the 
near field, we have the following similar result. 
Theorem 1.0.3. Let B be a reference ball with sufficiently small radius r > 0 
such that dist{B, D) > cq > 0. Then，we have 
J\f{dD U dB) = N{dD) + 0{r), r —+0 (1.14) 
where J\f{dD) and J\f{dD U dB) is the near field reflected by D and D U B re-
spectively. 
More discussions of this theorem will be done in Chapter 3. About the effect 
of the distance between the scatterer D and the reference object B on the far 
field, we have the following result: 
Theorem 1.0.4. Let B be a fixed reference object such that dist{B, D ) � p � 0 
with p sufficiently large, then we have 
T{dD U dB) 二 + T{dB) + (1-15) 
This theorem illustrates that the distance between D and B cannot be too 
large. Otherwise, the relationship T(dD^dB) ^ T{dD)+T{dB) shows that the 
far-field pattern scattered by DUB does not reflect the entirety of D and B, i.e., 
it is just the sum of that scattered by D and B separately. In this circumstance, 
the introduction of the reference object would be meaningless. Hence we must 
carefully choose a location of the reference object. 
From the fact that the norm of the indicator function g��y) blows up as 
y tends to dD U dB, together with these two constraints on the size and the lo-
cation of the reference object, we can establish our strengthened linear sampling 
method algorithm with the following five steps: 
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• Insert a reference object (a ball B here). 
• Select a mesh Th of sampling points in a region S which contains D and B. 
• Find a solution of the far-field inequality for each mesh point y in T". 
• Select an appropriate cut-off value C from the mesh points around B. 
• Count yeDii y)||L2(f2) < C and y 0 D if \\9{',y)\\LHn) > C. 
Note that the algorithm here help us to eliminate the expensive step of using trail 
and error method to select the cut-off values. 
Two main ideas behind the linear sampling methods are the far-field inequality 
Jn 卵 ） 
and the blow-up behavior of the function g. We could apply these two ideas to 
solve our interested underwater image problem. 
1.0.3 Underwater image problem 
We consider the underwater image problem that is described by the system (1.1)-
(1.9). 
Let 
r 二 工2) G M?\x2 = xl = constant} (1.16) 
and 
r, 二 xl) e = xf == constant} (1.17) 
be the receiver line and source line respectively. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that F and T^ overlap with each other. The underwater image problem 
is stated as follows: 
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given the data u'ix, for a; G T and a:' G we need to form an image of the 
unknown obstacle Q. 
D is the searching region that contains Q. For any y = (yi，2/2) ^ D, we consider 
the integral equation 
J^ y)dx' = G{x, y), for xeF, (1.18) 
where G(x, y) is the Green function for the parallel waveguide without any ob-
stacle. Then we can formulate a theorem ([21]) for this problem similar to theo-
rem 1.0.1. 
Theorem 1 . 0 . 5 . � If y e D\Q, (1.18) has no solution. 
(2) If (1.18) has a solution € for given y e then the solution is 
unique if there does not exist an eigenfunction for Q with homogeneous boundary 
condition. 
(3) If the equation (1.18) has a solution g for given y eQ., then 
lim ||^(-;y)||L2(rs) = oo- (L19) 
Because the near field data is used in equation (1.18)，we call the 
integral equation (1.18) as the near field equation, in contrast to the far-field 
equation in the linear sampling method. A common feature of theorem 1.0.5 and 
theorem 1.0.1 is the blow-up behavior of the I? norm of the indicator function 
g, by which we can establish linear sampling type method algorithm for the un-
derwater image problem. As with its counterpart-linear sampling method, the 
difficulty of selecting cut-off values occurs in this problem as well. Nonetheless, 
in [21] the authors do not point out a way to choose the cut-off values. Apply-
ing the idea developed in [19], we will show the efficiency of strengthened linear 
sampling type method to handle this problem. 
Our thesis will be arranged as follows. Chapter two will be devoted to the 
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discussion of a complete and self-contained rigorous mathematical justification 
of the linear sampling methods. We then proceed in the subsequent chapter to 
show the reasonableness of the strengthened linear sampling method when it is 
applied to the near field. The final chapter will study an underwater imaging 
problem. Boundary integral method (see [22]) is first introduced to provide the 
input data for numerical tests. We will then propose some reconstruction meth-
ods for the underwater inverse problem with or without a reference scatterer. 
Numerical simulations are presented to verify the efficiency of the numerical re-
construction methods addressed in the thesis. We end our thesis with several 
remarks regarding our conclusions. 
Chapter 2 
Mathemat ical justification of linear sampling 
method: full aper ture 
Linear sampling method is a very popular and effective method for solving 
inverse obstacle and medium problems. There is a rich literature which studies 
and analyses the method for different physical cases. But it seems there is no a 
single self-contained systematic mathematical justification of the method. 
In this chapter we shall establish a systematic and complete mathematical 
justification of the linear sampling method for the penetrable medium case. 
The structure of the proof comes from [15], in which there are many obscure 
steps including the conclusion expressed in equation (3.13), the deduction of the 
far-field pattern T^Ug, etc. The analysis presented below is a modified version 
of [15], and details are added to clarify ambiguity. We assume that u G C^(-R^) 
satisfies: 
‘A2U + k'^n{x)u = 0 in R ^ 
< 二 严 + t/(:r)， (2.1) 
lim y/r{— iku^) — 0， 
r->oo or 
and has the far-field pattern Uoo- The index of refraction, n{x), is assumed to be 
piecewise continuously differentiable with a jump discontinuity across the smooth 
boundary dD. For the sake of simplicity, we also define m := 1 — n. 
10 
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2.1 Some mathemat ica l prepara t ions 
In this section, we introduce some results in functional analysis which are 
helpful in our subsequent analysis. Most of these results can be found in [15 . 
Let X b e a Hilbert space with the scalar product (.,.) and norm | | . || induced 
by (.,.). Let〈•，.�be a bounded sesquilinear form on X such that, 
1(0,0)1 >7 l MP (2-2) 
for all (/) G X where 7 is a positive constant. For a subspace H C X we define if丄 
to be the orthogonal complement of H with respect to (.,.) and 丑丄逸 to be the 
orthogonal complement of H with respect to〈.，•�. By the Lax-Milgram theorem 
there exists a unique bounded linear operator M : X X such that 
�0,奶二（M0，t/O (2.3) 
for all (t),� eX, M is bijective and the norm of M—1 is bounded by 7"^-
Lemma 2.1.1. For every closed subspace H C X we have the decomposition 
X 二丑丄 + Mi / (2.4) 
where H� n MH 二 {0}. 
Proof. Define G :二 if丄 + MH and let 0 G G丄.Then • G H n (Mi/)丄.By (2.3) 
we have 
= = O (2.5) 
for all h e H. Setting h � � f ) in this equation, we get (j) = 0 and hence X = 
I{� + MH. Now, for g e X,we assume that g = � + Mhi 二 + � 2 . Then 
for 峻：二 V^ i —功2 and h := /11-/12 we have V^  + M/i 二 0 with <1/； G 丑丄 and € H. 
Hence 
0 = + Mh, h) = (M/i, h) = (/i, h) (2.6) 
and so h二0. This means as well. So we finish the proof. 口 
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Now let Po be the orthogonal projection operator in X onto the space H with 
respect to the scalar product (.，.) and let Pm be the projection operator onto 
MH as defined by lemma 2.1.1. By the closed graph theorem, Pm is a bounded 
operator. 
Lemma 2.1.2. For every closed subspace H G X we have 
M-i丑丄=(M*丑)丄=丑丄s. (2.7) 
Proof. For the first equality, based on the definition of the adjoint operator, we 
have (j) G (M*丑)丄 if and only if (0, M*h) 二 = 0 for every h e H ond 
hence M ^ e H i , i.e. 0 G �.The second equality comes from the equality 
that (0, M*h) = {M(f), h) =�(^, h). 口 
Now, we can show that every G X can be uniquely written as a sum 0 = v-\-w 
with V e IJis and w e H. In other words, X =丑丄， H where is the 
orthogonal decomposition with respect to the sesquilinear f o rm� . , .� . 
Theorem 2.1.3. For every closed subspace H C X we have the orthogonal de-
composition 
X = H^^ e . H. (2.8) 
The projection operator P : X F丄忽 defined by this decomposition is hounded 
in X. 
Proof. For (j) e X, define 0 := M(f). Then from lemma 2.1.1 we have that 
= + (2.9) 
i.e. 
M(j) = (1 — + PmM4> (2.10) 
therefore 
• 二 M—1(1 — Pm)M^ + M-^PuMcj) 二 + I/;. (2.11) 
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Because Pm is the projection operator onto MH and / - Pm is the projection 
operator onto H i , 
V := - Fm)M0 G M-i丑丄=His and (2 工之) 
w := M-^PmM(/) e H 
hold. We have thus shown that JC 二丑丄，+ H. For the uniqueness of this 
decomposition, suppose ^； + it; 二 0 with v € 丑丄^ and w e H. Then 
0 二 I� tsu»� | = 2 7|IH|2 (2.13) 
which implies that 秘二 i； = 0. Finally, from the above analysis we have that 
p == M- i ( l - Pm)M and Pm is bounded. So P is bounded. 口 
2.2 Well-posedness of an interior transmission 
problem 
In this section, we will turn our attention to the existence of a unique weak 
solution v,w of the two-dimensional interior transmission problem(see [15]) 
A2W + k^n(x)w 二 0, + 二 0 in D (2.14) 
- - … 恤 " ) ’ 架 冬 on � (2-15) 
where n is the index of refraction, D is a penetrable medium that we want to 
recover, y e D, = - y\). At the same time, we assume that 
there exists a positive constant c such that 
Imn(:r) > c (2.16) 
for X £ D. The existence and uniqueness would help us prove our main results, 
namely the linear sampling theorem. 
Definition: Let H be the linear space 
H~ {ueC\K^):A2U + eu = 0 in R ' } (2.17) 
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and H the closure of H in L'{D). For 0 G L^{D) define the volume potential 
Tm(t> by 
M •-= P [ H x . O m i O m d ^ ^ e R2. (2.18) 
JD 
Then a pair v, w with veH3^nd we L''{D) is said to be a weak solution of the 
interior transmission problem (2.14)and (2.15) with the point source ye Diiv 
and w satisfy the integral equation 
(I + Tm)w(x) = v(x) xeD (2.19) 
and the boundary condition 
-{Tmw){x) = y) xe OB, (2.20) 
Where 5 is a disk centered at the origin that contains D. The following lemma 
(see [13], [15]) would be helpful in our analysis of the main result. 
Lemma 2.2.1. The space of Herglotz wavefunctions with kernel g € is a 
dense subset of H. 
Before showing the existence of a unique weak solution to the interior trans-
mission problem, we make some remarks. 
Remark 1: (2.16) implies that in the sesquilinear form 
〈 • 秦 = [ m i o m m d ^ (2-21) 
JD 
satisfies the assumption (2.2). In our special case, the operator M is simply the 
multiplication operator 
{M(t)){x) ：二 m(x)0Or). (2.22) 
Remark 2: By the uniqueness (see [13]) of the solution to the exterior Dirichlet 
problem for the Helmholtz equation and the unique continuation principle, we see 
that if the pair v and it; is a weak solution of the interior transmission problem 
with point source y £ D then 
-{Tmw){x) = y) xe (2.23) 
2.2. WELL-POSEDNESS OF AN INTERIOR TRANSMISSION PR0BLEM15 
Now we begin to illustrate the well-posedness of this interior transmission 
problem ([15]). 
Theorem 2.2.2. For every source point y e D there exists at most one weak 
solution of the interior transmission problem. 
Proof. Let w and v be the difference between two weak solutions of the interior 
transmission problem. Then from the boundary condition {Tmw){x) = 0 for 
X e dB we have 
[少 ( : r，<e_(O—O^ = 0 ooedB. (2.24) 
JD 
From the addition formula for Bessel functions(see [13]): 
+00 
n=l 
which is valid for |a;| > \y\ and where 9 denotes the angle between x and y. 
We have 
0 二 [ 4'\k\x -
JD +00 
JD n=i , 、 
(2.25) 
Here, 6 is the angle between oc and $ e � 二 argrr，二 a r g f Meanwhile, we have 
the relationship: 
J-n{x) = {-irUxlH^ll[x) = (2 26) 
cosine) + cos(-n^) == e -^e + e—切权 二 似 + 似. 
Therefore, we have 
二 人 ⑷ 印 + 叫爪⑷秘⑷ （2 27) 
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Hence 
(2.25) = / £ i / P � : r | ) J n⑷印 e一广。 ‘ ( e — m 
二 茫 J J n W 印 ( 2 . 2 8 ) 
n=—oo D 




is just a number sequence and n ranges from -oo to +oo. So we have 
Hi^\k\x\) [ 二 0, - o o < n < +00. (2.30) 
JD 
Presenting the above result in another form, we get 
…，h)= [ 二 0 (2.31) 
JD 
for all functions h of the representation h{x)=�kr�e�^, p 二 0, 士 1, 土2,…where 
X = (r cos (9, r sin (9). By continuity, (2.31) also holds for h € S,i.e,w G 丑丄逸. 
Now let {vj) C i / be a sequence with vj f as j oo in L^{D) and note that 
(/ + exists and is bounded in L\D�. Hence, for Wj := (I + T^y^j, we 
have that wj w e as j oo. If x does not belong to D we define wj by 
Wj{x) := Vj{x) — {TrnWj){x) X e (2.32) 
The functions Vj and wj satisfy 
A2Vj + k \ = 0 (2.33) 
and 
A2Wj + k'^n{x)wj = 0 (2.34) 
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in both D and B\D. From (2.33), (2.34) and the Green first and second theorems, 
we can do the following computations. 
f [购 一 巧，]ds 二 f A^jjWjda: - [ AwjVjdx 
JQB dv du JB JB 
= / -k'^ViWidx H- / k'^n{x)wjVjdx JB JB (2.35) 
==- {k^VjWj 一 k'^n{x)wjVj)dx 
Jd 
=—k^  / mWjVj. 
JD 
f 丨仏•&一 ％华]cZs 二 f Avjvjdx - Avjvjdx 
JdB � 加 JB (2.36) 
二 j -k'^VjVj + k'^VjVj 二 
f f Awjwjdx - AwjiDjdx 
JdB 加 � Jb 
二 j �k2fL(^xyWjWj +k2n(^:cyWjiDjdx 
= f -en{x) \wj \ ' ' + (2.37) 
JD 
= � {n{x) - n{x))\wj\'^dx 
JD 
=-2kH / lmm{x)\wj\'^. 
JD 
Hence 
Im [ Wj^ds = - e f lmm\wj\'d^. (2.38) 
JDB 加 JD 
Combing the above three results, we get 
r d 
Im / {wj - - ”Ms 
= j lmm\wj\'^d^ -h kHm j mWjVjdC 
Because 
= + (2.40) 
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together with (2.24), (2.31) and Cauchy-Schwearz inequality, we have 
Wj{x) - Vj{x) 二 - C T 爪川 — -{Tmw){x) 二 0 (2.41) 
uniformly for x G dB and 
J miOwjiO'^d^ 4 Jd 她— ( C硕妖= • (2.42) 
as j oo. Hence, from (2.39), we get 
[lmm\w\''d^ = 0. (2.43) 
JD 
From (2.16) we can conclude that w{x) = OioixeD. Since {I-}-Tm)w{x) = v{x) 
ioixeD we can also conclude that v{x) = 0 for x G and the proof is done. • 
Theorem 2.2.3. For every source point y e D there exists a weak solution to 
the interior transmission problem. 
Proof. Choosing an appropriate coordinate system, we can assume without loss 
of general situation that 二 0. We consider the space 
:= span{Jp(kr)e�� p 二 士1，土2,…}. (2.44) 
It is important to note that p ^O . Hi = H^ in L'^iD). So Hi is a closed subspace 
of Then the space H '^门互 has an non-zero element in it. 
Let ^ be a unit vector in H^' f]H and P the projection operator from 
onto His as defined by theorem 2.1.3. Note that {Jo,ip) is not zero. 
We first consider the integral equation: 
(/ + PTm)u = PT^i� (2.45) 
in L2(£}). Since T^ is compact and P is bounded, the operator PTm is compact 
in 
Now we prove the uniqueness for the homogeneous equation. Assume that 
u G L2(I?) satisfies ^ 
(I + PTm)u = 0. (2.46) 
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Then u G H-^' and 
(7 + TM)U 二（/ + PTM)U + (/-P)TMU 二（/ 一 P)TMU = � V € H. (2.47) 
liuoT V is not equal to 0，then 
(J + T饥)(切+ 二” + x e D (2 48) 
-CT爪—+幻)(工）二歪(工,2/) 
which contradicts with the uniqueness. So we have u 二 0 = 0. So / + PTm is 
injective. By the Riesz theory, we obtain the continuous invertibility of / + PTm 
in L\D). 
Now let uo be the solution of (2.45) and note that uq G H � W e define the 
constant c and function u G by 
u:=ciuo-� (2.49) 
Then, we have 
(I + PTju 二 c(I + PTjuo - c(I + PTrn)�==一c炒 （2.50) 
and 
(I + TM)U = (I + PTJU + ( / - P)TMU = -CIP + (/ _ P)TMU 二 € 应.（2.51) 
Since 
and Hi^H, (2.52) 
(/i, u) 二 c�h, uo-ip) = c�/i , Uo) 一 c(/i, V^ �二 0 (2.53) 
for all h e Hi and ^ 
{JO.u) == c ( J o , u o - � = - c M ) = (2.54) 
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By Jacobi-Anger expansion, we get 
( r 爪 以 二 r 
JD 
[ \H^ ' \ k \ x \ ) Jo{m) + 2 £ H i ' \ k \ x \ ) J n {m ) cos(n J m i O u i r n 
^JD I n=l 
. p +00 
二 於 / E 丑 晰 I ) 人 ⑷ 犯 e _ r � m ⑷ 论 K 
J D n=—oo 
.+00 P 
y / J n W � e - - � m ( 0 以 ( 0 超 4 ^ JD 
n=—oo 
4 JD 
= - = x G dB. 
4 (2.55) 
From (2.51)and (2.55), we have the integral equation 
(I + Tm)u = v e H 
and the boundary condition 
{Tmu){x) = x e d B . 
So a pair u, v is a. weak solution of the interior transmission problem. The proof 
is complete. 口 
2.3 Linear sampling method: full ape r tu re 
Relied on the preparations made in section 2.1 and section 2.2，we are now ready 
to demonstrate a fundamental result that is the mathematical motivation and 
basis of the linear sampling method (see [15]). 
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Theorem 2.3.1. For every e > Q and y e D there is a solution g = g��y) € 
of the inequality 
f Uoo{-.d)g{d)ds(d) - < e (2.56) 
JN 
such that 
lim WgWmn) = oo and \im \\vg\\LHD) 二 � （2-57) 
y—dD ^ y-^dD 
where Vg is the Herglotz wavefunction with kernel g. 
Proof. Let y) be the unique weak solution to the interior transmission 
problem with source point y. From the lemma preceding theorem 2.2.2 we can 
approximate v{',y) G 5 by a Herglotz wavefunction Vg with kernel g = g{',y)-
Therefore, for every e > 0 and y G D there exists g G such that 
\v{-,y) - Vg\\L2{D) < e. (2.58) 
Then by the continuity of the operator (J + T^)"^ we have for Ug (/ + T ^ ) - i � 
that 
\\w{',y)-Ug\\L2^D) = + — {I + TmrW\LHD) < a (2.59) 
for some positive constant c. By the continuity of T饥：L\D) — C{dB) we have 
that 
\TmUg + H-,y)\\c{dB) < c'e (2.60) 
for some positive constant c'. Now we show that the far-field pattern of TmUg is 
-ifiWoo(士; d)g{d)ds{d). 
1 
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Based on the definition of T^, we have 
TrrMx) � [ = / 歪 ( 工 , + 了 〜 ⑷ 超 
JD J D 
JD 九 
JD JN 
[ g{d)ds{d) [ ^x^Ornm^ 
九 JD (2.61) 
From [13], we have the relationship: 
u{x) + [ ^oaMO论K 二以'�. （2胸 
So 
(I + TmHx) = u(x) = (/ + Tj-'u'ix) (2.63) 
and 
(2.61) 二 g(d)ds(d) f =' J 9{d)u'{x,d)ds{d), 
九 （2.64) 
therefore 
{TmUg){xr = - ( d)ds{d), xen. (2.65) 
Jn 
By the continuous dependence of the solution of the Exterior Dirichlet problem 
with respect to the boundary data, we obtain from (2.60) the estimate 
I K X +歪oo(.,y)||L2⑶ (2.66) 
for a positive constant c". Choosing I = e/d' we get a solution of the inequal-
ity (2.56). 
We now need to verify (2.57). Since the Sobolev space is continu-
ously embedded in C(dD) we have that 
M'^y)\\c{dD) < c||^(-,2/)||H3/2(aD) = c\\TmW{',y)\\H3/2(^Qj;)y {2.67) 
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Using the trace theorem and the boundedness of the operators ( I + T爪)一i : 
-> 1/2 (D) and T 饥 : H � D ) we have the estimates 
\\Tmw{',y)\\HyHdD) < c||T饥—•，？/川丑？⑶ < c\\w{-,y)\\LHD) (2.68) 
and 
|K-,2/)|U2(d) = | |(/ + Tj-M-,y)||L2(D) < c\\v{-,y)\\LHDy (2.69) 
From (2.58) we get 
M-.y)\\LHD) 二 l l � + (”(.,"）一 〜)IIl2(d) < WvgWLHD) + (2.70) 
Combining the above four results, we have 
I 少 < c{\\vg\\L^D) (2.71) 
Since has a logarithmic singularity as y tends to x we obtain the second 
equation of (2.57). 
We have the relation: 
咖 二 j � g � d s [ d � < (乂 j j m � (2-72) 
If the norm of p G is bounded, then we have the norm of Vg is bounded 
which contradicts with the prior result. The proof is complete. 口 
2.4 Linear sampling method : limited ape r tu re 
In most applications, the far-field data Uoo{x,d) where x 二（cos(9, sinl9) and 
d = (cos(/),sin0) is only available for x and d on some subsets of the unit circle. 
For example, if we want to detect a plane in the air, it is unrealistic to send or 
receive electromagnetic wave from all the directions. 
To treat the case of limited aperture with far field data(see [5] and [3]), we 
only have to show that if Qr is a disk of radius R centered at the origin, then 
Vg � f 双⑷e认工'dc/s⑷，p� G L2(ro) Jto 
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is complete in HH^f^R) where To is a subset of [0,27：]. In this section, we will 
give a complete proof of the linear sampling method when the far-field data is 
only available on limited aperture. 
Assume that To and T, are the subsets of [0,27r], Qo and Qi are the corre-
sponding parts on the unit circle, rf G To, x G Ti and Qr is the disk centered at 
the origin that contains D. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4.1. For every e > 0 and y e D there is a solution g 二 g��y) ^ 
of the inequality 
[Uoo{-� d)g{d)ds{d) - < e (2-73) 
Jno LHQi) 
such that 
lim \\g\\LHQo)=� o/nA lim WvgWL^D) 二 � (2-74) 
y—dD ^ � y—dD 
where = 
Proof. Suppose that if G H-^idrLn) satisfies 
[ip{x)[ [ = 0 
Jdnn Jvo 
for every g G L'^iTo). Interchanging the order of integration, we get 
[g{d)[ [ ip{x)e'^''''ds{x)]ds{d) = 0 (2.75) 
Jto JdQR 
for every g G L'^{To). 
So the far field pattern {S<f>)oo of the single layer potential 
{S^{y)) [ y G R^XCIr 
Jd^R 
satisfies 
(Sifooid)) :=r [兩e—如 . d r f sOr) = 0 for deTo (2.76) 
JdvtR 
1 e 切/4 
—ere r = � . 
By analyticity, we can conclude that = 0 for all d that belongs to [0,27r. 
By Rellich lemma ([18]) 
iS^{y)) �= [ y)ds{x) = 0, ye � � . 
Jd^R 
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Furthermore by theorem 3.1 in [13], we have 
� ） = 0, y e Q R . 
Then by the jump relation (see [13])，we get 
0 二 学 ⑷ 二 / _ 1 TGdnR (2.77) 
d u � , JdQn M^) 2 
and 
0 = ’ � � f 硕 + 丢 � x e a i V (2.78) 
diy�) Jdnn M^) 2 
So (p{x) = 0 as X € dQn. Therefore 
�[p�e-.〜咖)，9{d) e L'iTo) (2.79) Jto 
is complete in 
Now assume that be the unique weak solution to the interior 
transmission problem with source point y. For every e > 0 and y G D, there 
exists g G such that 
I W .， 2 / ) - � l — ) < 丨1 < , " ) 1丨丨卿《) 
r 判 
< - / •认工•〜咖 ) I U (如 ^ 巨. 
J To 
Then by the continuity of the operator (J + T^)"^ we have for Ug := (/ 
that 
\\w{-.y)-^9\\LHD) == + - (I + Tmr \ l \LHD) < ci (2.81) 
for some positive constant c. By the continuity of Tm � — C(dB) we have 
that 
\TmUg + 少(.,2/)Ih卯）< c'e (2.82) 
for some positive constant c'. Now we show that the far-field pattern of T^Ug is 
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Based on the definition of 了饥，we have 
J D J D 
JD •^QO 
Jd J^O 
[ [ $(:r，0m(0[(l + T m ) —叫分⑷办⑷妖 
JD J no 
f g�ds(d)[岭乂wa(了+ 妖. 
九 0 J d (2.83) 
From [13], we have the relationship: 
u{x) + e [ OmiO^Od^ = (2.84) 
JB? 
So 
(I + Tju(x) = u'(x), u(x) = (I + Tj-V(x) (2.85) 
and 
(2.83) = P / g(d)ds[d) t ② � - f g{d)u'{x,d)ds{d). 
九。 Jd J^o ( 2 8 6 ) 
Hence 
(TmU,){xr = - ( g{d)uU^,d)ds{dl x e Q i . (2.87) 
Jno 
By the continuous dependence of the solution of the Exterior Dirichlet problem 
with respect to the boundary data, we obtain from (2.82) the estimate 
+ (2.88) 
for a positive constant c". Choosing e = e/c" we get a solution of the inequal-
ity (2.73). 
We now need to verify (2.74). Since the Sobolev space H � � d D ) is continu-
ously embedded in C(dD) we have that 
\^{'^y)\\c{dD) < c||^ (-,y)||H3/2(aD) = c\\Tmw{-,y)\\H3/2(^9D)- (2.89) 
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Using the trace theorem and the boundedness of the operators (I + T爪)-1 ： 
L2(D) — L'^(D) and T 爪 : — we have the estimates 
\\TmW{;y)\\HS/2idD) < c\\Tmw{;y)\\HHD) < c\\w{',y)\\LHD) (2.90) 
and 
I I — • ， � ) 二 + < 卜(.,2/)||L2�. （2.91) 
From (2.80) we get 
H-,y)\\LHD) 二 1丨〜+ H-^y) 一 < WvgWLHD) + � . (2.92) 
Combining the above four results, we get 
\^{-,y)\\c{dD) < c{\\vg\\L2{D) + (2.93) 
Since has a logarithmic singularity as y tends to x we obtain the second 
equation of (2.74). 
We have the relation: 
. ( ： , ) = [ < ( [ | e 认 咖 ) 2 ) ! ( 2 . 9 4 ) 
g ho J^o J^o 
If the norm of g £ L'^i^o) is bounded, then we have the norm of Vg is bounded 
which contradicts with the prior result. The proof is complete. • 
The theorem shows that even with limited data, we also have the blow-up 
behavior of the indicator function g. 
Chapter 3 
s t reng thened linear sampling method with a 
reference object 
The basic principle of linear sampling method is first to find the approximate 
solution of the far-field equation, then consider this solution as an indicator func-
tion and find the norm of this indicator function. Finally, we have to choose a 
cut-off value so as to recover our object. However the choice of the cut-off value 
is not an easy task. In [19], a very efficient algorithm is introduced to find the 
cut-off value. Meanwhile, we can apply the ideas in this paper to the underwater 
imaging problem. 
3.1 Proof of theorem 1.0.3 
In this section, I will show the validity of theorem 1.0.3. The near field case 
is considered in this chapter in order to use the idea of selecting accurate cut-off 
value by the insertion of a reference object into the underwater image problem 
illustrated in chapter 4, in contrast with the far field scenario shown in [19 . 
More details such as the evaluation of the property of some operators used in 
our proof are added to clarify the analysis shown below. Using the notations as 
in ([19]), we have the following definitions. D is an impenetrable scatterer, which 
is assumed to have smooth boundary in and D may consist of several separate 
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obstacles. Given an incident field u\ the presence of the scatterer will give rise 
to a scattered field Throughout, we take u'{x) to be a time-harmonic-plane 
wave, i.e. u'{x) 二 e:rp{ik:v . d}, where i 二 V ^ , d e S^ := {x e E^ W 二 1} and 
A ; � 0 are respectively the incident direction and wavenumber. Then the total 
field u(x) 二 w乂:r) + u'(x) satisfies the following Helmholtz system [13]： 
^ Au + k^u = 0 in , 
< + (3.1) 
FHLS 
lim r ( & - i / c n ” = 0’ r—oo OR 
with r 二 |:r| for any x G R^. For a sound-soft obstacle, the pressure of the total 
wave vanishes on the boundary, resulting in the Dirichlet boundary condition 
w 二 0 on while for a sound-hard obstacle, the normal velocity of the acoustic 
wave vanishes on the boundary, leading to the Neumann boundary condition 
du\du 二 0, where v is the unit outward normal to dD. 
Denote the near-field data reflected by the obstacle D AND DUB ASMIDD) 
and Af{dD U dB) respectively. Our purpose is to show 
M{dD U dB) = M{dD) + 0{r), r — 0， （3.2) 
where 5 is a reference ball and r is the radius of the reference ball. This relation 
shows that in order to rely on the reference ball to determine the cut-off value, 
the radius of the reference ball can not be too small Otherwise, the mixed near 
field J\f(dD VJdB) will only differ slightly from the near field M{dD) which will 
not be able to be detected in practice. 
We would make use of the single- and double-layer potential operators S and 
K, defined respectively by 
{S^){x) :=2 [ Hx, yMy)ds{y), xedDU dB, (3.3) 
JdDUdB 
{K^){x) ：二 2 [ xedDU dB, (3.4) 
JDDUDB ^^YY) 
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where ^ G C{dD U OB) and = is the fundamental solution to 
the Helmholtz equation. Moreover, by changing the integration domain in (3.3) 
and (3.4) to dD, we denote the resulting operators by Si and Ki respectively; 
and by changing the integration domain to dB, we denote the resulting operators 
by S2 and K2 respectively. 
Similar to theorem 2.4 in ([19]), we have the following statement. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let B he a reference ball with sufficiently small radius r > 0 
such that dist(B, D)>Co>0. Then we have 
M{dD U dB) = J\f{dD) + 0{r), r — 0 . ( 3 . 5 ) 
Proof. We know that vf G C''{R^\DUB)nC{R^\{DUB)) and can be represented 
in the form (see [13}) 
JdD du{y) (3.6) 
JdB My) 
where cpi G C{dD) and (p2 € C{dB) are density functions, and ry ^  0 is a real 
coupling parameter. The densities (fi and (/?2 are unique solutions to the following 
system of integral equations (see [13]) 
'(pi + Kiifi - iSii^i + K2�-ir]S2^2]{x) = hi(x), x G dD ( 3 . 7 ) 
'ip2 + K2^2 - iSi^i + Ki^pi - = "2(4， x e dB (3.8) 
where 
hi{x) := -2u\x), X € dD; h2{x) := x e dB. (3.9) 
Clearly, ipi and (^ 2 are functions dependent on r. For the purpose of analysis, we 
fix r � 0 to be sufficiently small and take rj == r•一 1. 
Meanwhile, for one obstacle D, we have 
= 义 。 { ^ ^ ！ ^ 一沖(工’ 2 ； ) } 而 ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
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where (pi satisfies: 
+ = xedD. (3.11) 
By straightforward calculations, we have 
\K2 - ivS2\\c{dB)-^c{dD) 二 11^1 _ 'i'Si\\c{dD)^cidB) 二 (3.12) 
where || . \\c{dB)-^cidD) is understood to be the operator norm of the operator 
mapping C{dB) to C{dD), and || . \\cidD)-^c{dB) is understood in a similar way. 
For X e we define 
人2 d � y ) 人2 (3 13) 
where 0 G and v) 二 is the fundamental solution to the Laplace 
operator. And we define an elongation operator E : -> C(S2) as 
E(f>{x) = V0(a;) G C{rS''). (3.14) 
It is known that both Sq and Kq are compact operators in C(S2) (see [13]) and 
thus Sqo E and Kq o E inherit the compactness from to C(S2) since 
E plays the role of the identity operator between C(r§2) and C(S2) with the 
operator norm unity. By changing the integration to S 2 , and then by using power 
series expansion of the exponential function, we have by direct calculations 
-Eo S2- Sqo £ |^|c(rS2)-^c(§2) = 0(r), 
r (3.15) 
\E0K2- KqO £'||c(r§2)^c(s2) 二 
Using the results in (3.15) and rewriting (3.8) as 
= E[h2{x)-{Kx-iSi)ipi{x)l x G rS^, (3.16) r 
we have that 
Eip2{x) 二 [/ + i^ To - iSo + 0{r)]-'E[h2{x) - - x G r炉(3.17) 
1 
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or 
= + + a:eS2. (3.18) 
It is noted that (/ + K � - iSo)-' is bounded (see [13]). Then, substituting (3.18) 
into (3.7) and using the relations in (3.15), we further have 
仍=[/ + i^i 一 iSi + 0{r)]-\h, + 0(r)) . (3.19) 
With I -\-Ki- iSi bounded and invertible (see [13]), it gives 
= + (3.20) 
where 二 [/ + i^i - iSi]-^hi. Furthermore, (3.20) together with (3.18) implies 
that 
ip2 = 0{1). (3.21) 
Now we evaluate 
均 二 f - iHx,y)}{ipi{y) - ipi{y))ds{y)-i-
JdD ^^[y) 
J 犯 (3.22) 
Because of (3.12), (3.20) and (3.21), we have 
u'{x]DUB)-u%x',D) = 0{r), for xgODU DB. (3.23) 
Therefore, based on the continuous dependence of the solution of the Exterior 
Dirichlet problem to the boundary data(see [13], theorem 3.9), we have 
DUB)- u'{x; D) = 0(r) , x G R^\(D U B),i.e. 
_ D U dB) = J\f{dD) + 0{r), r 0 . 
• 
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3.2 Several es t imates in theory for s t rengthened 
LSM 
Of the most important parts of the analysis of theorem 3.1.1 are the four 
estimates in (3.12) and (3.15). In this section, we will show the validity of the 
four estimates. 
Estimate 1:||^ 2 _ i'n^2\\c{dB)--c{dD) 二 •(『） 
Proof. By the definition of K2 and S2, we can write 
恥 - = 2 丄 - 如 斗 ( y ) M y 、 (3.24) 
so 
- iry秘⑷⑷I < 2 L-测咖.丨丨咖)丨丨.（微） 
Now we evaluate f � 一 O尘(工,2/)丨圳办 From the definition of y), we 
have 
— + 鄉 ( 3 . 2 6 ) 
一 ^ Anr X — i=l 
^ 3 ezfc|x-y| ikiyf-XiVi) _ y? - XiVi^ 
~ ^ r • 47r x - 2/1 | 工 - I 卜 yp i=l 
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Then we get 
JdB My) r 
=f 令 e洲“丨 ik{yf-x,y.) _ y^-x^. _ 
~ JdB ^ r - ^ T T l x - y y \x-y\ r - y\ 
'二 1 . o (3.27) 
=f I 一 丨 " 丨 （ y V 辦 一 鄉 卜 ， ) 一 肿 ( " ) 
JdB r \x - y\ x-y^ 
eik\x-y\ ^  - XiVi) yf-XiVi^ 
<r • sup (> ( T) ' 
Because x G dD and y G dB, when r — 0 
' 一 y^ -x . y , — ^  (3.28) 
x-y\ ^ IT -y\ - y r 
which means it is bounded. So the estimate 
- ivS2\\c{dB)^c{dD) = 0{r) (3.29) 
holds. • 
Estimate 2'.\\Ki 一 iSi\\c{dD)^c{dB) = 0{1) 
Proof. From the definition of the operators Ki and Si, we have 
(^1 - 巡 ) ⑷ = 2 L -测yMy)ds{y) (3.30) 
and 
r ^ (3.31) 
遞 " ) 丨 丄 丨 " ^ - 沖 ( 春 ( " 》 
Now we evaluate 
ij^SS?-沖(春⑷， （3.32) 
where is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation. 
一 z枪，")丨=I 4咖 1 | 2 丨 “ 丨 I 測 
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As r — 0, 
e my^ x ^ )丨“丨 j 丨 < M (3.34) 
47r\x — yp 
where M is a constant independent of r. So \\KI - ISI\\C{DD)-^C{DB) = 0{1). • 
Estimate 3:||丑 0 K 2 - K 0 0 E\\c{rS-^ )-.cis'^ ) 二 0(厂2) 
{Soif){x) :=21 
J �2 (3.35) 
� . — J ^ , � . 
Proof. The elongation operator E is defined in the previous section, then we have 
the formula 
| (歸 2 - K � � 均 - 1 = 1 五 。 ( 2 人 2 藉 圳 义 2 驗 咖 ) 圳 州 . 
(3-36) 
Direct computation shows 
[ 销 • ⑷ 
人S2 du(y) (3 37) 
[ f e 一 I 严 鄉 ) - — y 卜 ， 議 _ . 7g2 ^ r • 47r • |x - ry\^ |a; - ry\ k " m i—1 
and 
人 S2 du{y) (3.38) 
f 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 严 w - r2鄉)_ 
一 Js2 ^ 47r|x - y\^ |rx - ry\ |rr -
I—J. 
From the formula 3 
_ y ^ -{Vi -鄉) (3.39) 
上 
we get 
(336) = 2 f y • 
⑷ （3.40) 
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Expanding e圳口—丨 by Taylor series, we have 
A r e^ fek^ -ryl ikjr'^yf - r'^XiVi) 一 yf-Xjyj + yf -�iVi “ 
^ 47rb — y\( \rx — ry\ 47r|x-y|3j 
L (3.41) 
乙 At: X — y i=i ^ 
At the same time 
3 
Vi - 鄉 丨 ^  (3-42) 
SO 
A - Xjyi) 
乙 Att X — y i=l 
is bounded. Then we get the estimate 
+ 二 C:)(r2). (3.43) 
^ An X — y i=l 
From (3.40) and (3.43), we have 
\\E0K2-K00 C(S2) � CKr2). (3.44) 
• 
Estimate 082-8^0 £^ ||c(rs2)-^ c(s2) = 0(r) 
Proof. The definition of E and S2 are shown in section 3.1，then we have the 
following two formulae: 
{-E o 52)(^)(X) = -Eo [ yMy)ds{y) r r 人 s2 
=2 r / ry)(p{ry)ds{y). (3.45) 
JS2 
(SQ O = 2 [ 工’ yMry)ds(y). 
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Therefore 
(-EOS2-SOOE){IP){X)\ = 2\ [ ( r 岭 如 r JS2 
R gifclroj—n/l 1 
<2 ip / [r . 1 \ds{y) 
一 7§2 47r rx - ry x - y 
f e询r工—… 1 J , � 
<2 IFW 1 DSIY) 
- ^ Jg2 4:TT\X - y\ ATT x - y f ikx-y\- 0(r) , � < 2\\ip\\ / --———\ds{y) 一 y§2 47r|a; - y 
<2|M| [ \^0{r)\ds{y). 
人2 (3.46) 
As r -> 0, \^0{r)\ds{y) = 0{r). So we have 




Generalized dual space indicator method for 
underwater imaging 
Underwater imaging problems have many real-life applications, e.g. the de-
tection of submarine. In this chapter, we will consider the mathematical model 
of this problem. In real-life scenarios, receivers generally provide us input data. 
In our model we will introduce a boundary integral method to generate input 
data for acoustic scattering problem in shallow oceans. This method was first 
developed in [22] and the method introduced here is similar to the original one 
but with many modifications. After dealing with the direct scattering problem, 
we will study the inverse scattering shallow ocean problem. Using linear sampling 
type method(see [21]), we can recover the shape of some complex objects very 
well. 
4.1 Boundary integral me thod 
In this section, we will develop boundary integral method by which we can 
solve the direct problem in the shallow ocean waveguide and the input data used 
for numerical experiment in the inverse scattering problem can be provided. 
Let R j = {{xi,x2)]xi G R,0 < 0：2 < be a region corresponding to the 
finite depth ocean, where d is the ocean depth. Consider an object Q in R^, 
38 
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which is a bounded, simply connected domain with a C^ boundary dQ. For a 
sound-soft obstacle Q, this problem can be formulated as a Dirichlet boundary 
value problem for the scattering of time-harmonic acoustic waves in Qe '= 
i.e. to find a solution u G CiQe) A C (^^ X) ^ r the Helmholtz equation 
+ 以 二 0 , in (4.1) 
such that u satisfies the boundary conditions 
It == 0, as X2 = 0, (4.2) 
’ =0, as X2 = d, (4.3) 
dx2 
u = on dn. (4.4) 
Here k is the wavenumber. We assume that k + 
For (xi,x2) G Kl such that |xi| large enough, the scattered wave has the 
modal representation ^ 
u = ^ (t>N{X2)UN{XL), (4.5) 
n—l 
where 
= sin[A:(l - alY^X2] (4.6) 
with 
a (4.7) 
and the mode of u,un{xi), satisfies the radiation condition 
lim - ikanUn) = 0， r* 二 |:ri|， n = 1，2,…’ oo. (4.8) 
r 一 oo o r 
For the radiation problem, the condition (4.4) is replaced by the condition u 二 f 
on dn, where f is a known function defined on dQ. We call the problem (4.1)-
(4.4)and (4.8) the problem D. 
A difficulty in the solution of the scattering problems in such a waveguide 
comes from the two parallel unbounded boundaries. The usual boundary integral 
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method uses the fundamental solution of equation (4.1) and find the solution u 
as a layer potential(see [13]). But this approach leads to an integral equation on 
both the boundary dQ and the two unbounded boundaries. To avoid the integral 
equation on the two unbounded boundaries, instead of using the fundamental 
solution, we may use the Green's function of the Helmholtz equation in R^ 
CO • 
G(a:,y) = = E ^ 么 ⑷ - I (4.9� 
n = l 
which satisfies the boundary conditions (4.2)’ (4.3) and the radiation condi-
tion (4.8). Let ly工=(z^ i, ui) denote the outward normal vector(toward the exterior 
of Q) at the point x = (0:1,0:2). By Green's formula we get 
f 
f. o 0 if X € O, 
Jdn dvy dVy if 
for any function u satisfying (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.8). 
For problem D, we know that (see [16]) iixii^i > 0 holds for any (0:1,0:2) G dQ, 
then problem D has a unique solution. Defining a double layer potential 
u{x) 二 [ ^^^懒day, for X G � , (4.11) 
JdO. 加y 
we know that the solution of problem D is given by (4.11) if is the solution of 
the boundary integral equation 
^{x) + 2 [ ^ { x , y M y ) d a y 二 制， f o r a: G dQ. (4.12) 
Jan 加y 
Equation (4.12) has a unique solution when k is not an eigenvalue of the interior 
Neumann problem in Q. 
4.2 Approximation of the Integral Kernel in (4.12) 
As illustrated in the previous section, it is natural to state that in order to find 
u by (4.11), the key point is to solve (4.12). Numerical solution of equation (4.12) 
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involves the evaluation of the kernel which is the most expensive part in 
our numerical experiment. Since G{x,y) is given only as a sum of the infinite 
series, this evaluation can only be done approximately. In this section we shall 
provide an approximation to the kernel I use the procedure as in ([22]) 
with many variations. 
We shall split G into G = G o a n d the wavenumber k is not equal to 
冗.For simplicity, we assume that the depth d = tt, and use the same notation 
as in (4.6) for d 二 tt, i.e., 
(I)n{x2) = sin[(n 一 (4.13) 
The function Go is defined by 
00 H ：二 = E "I’（4-14) 
and the function M by 
M(x, y) :=G{x,y) - Go{x,y) 
OO 1 . 1 (4.15) 
= 点 e 如 一 六 一 - 咖 - 叫 ， 
n = l 
where a^ 二 [1 一 Gq has a simple expression (see [17]) 
Go{x,y) = - yi,X2 一 - F{xi - yi,X2 + y2)}, (4.16) 
where cosh f - cos I F{s,t) = l o g ^ f. 、，乂 cosh I + cos I 
Now we split the kernel into 
A 二 —严. (4.17) 
dUy dUy dUy 
We first focus on the approximation of 觉.Let 
1 k� 
= + — n = 几 一 全 一 — 
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A direct calculation gives 
, , , d M dM� , ^ r . , r , r VM ： 二 T T - ) = /i +12 + J3 + J4 + h： dyi dy2 
where 
二 作ilil V ⑷一-咖--丨(sgnix, 一 yMM 赞)， 
27r ^ (n- \ “ 2 乂 
27r ~ [n- \ 2 y 
n=l \ " 
1 00 / (j)' (112) \ 
/3 = i 町 , 卜 l ) 0 n ( 工 町 - 奶 I sgn^ -yMy�� - f ^T , d T  L � ’ \ ^ "" 2 / n=l 
74 = ^ 1： ⑷ 丨 丨 丨 1 ) , 
2 兀 3 (几- \ f 
丄 f ia,A{n - |K,n + 的少 n⑷么⑷ e认 1 ) . 
27r ^  (n- ^fkan 
71 二上 Meanwhile we have the following expression (see [17]) 
h = ^{{xi - yi)Go{x, y\ |a:i - y% (4.18) 
where is given by (4.16)，and 
1 r sin 宁 ^ s i n ^ \ 
Second, we focus on By direct computation we get 
dG 叔 V � 丨 
dm — (cosh ^  一 cos ^ ) ( c o s h ^ + COS 
( ^ ^ ^ h ^ - cos 乎 ) ( cosh ^ + COS 乎） 
and 
dG,(x,y) — - sin ^  cosh ^ 
dy2 — (cosh ^  - cos ^ ) ( c o s h ^ + cos 20) 
sin ^ cosh ^ • 
( ^ ^ ^ P ^ - cos 学 ) (cosh � + cos 乎) . 
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Note that the singularity appears only when {xi,x2) 二 (yi,y2)- Furthermore, 
only the first parts of ^ ^ ^ and ^ ^ ^ may encounter singularity. In order to 
get Go(t’双)accurately, we focus our attention on these parts and define 
5 dUy 
4 c o s � ( e � - e -〒） “ 
Gsix^y) ：二 Gs{xuX2] yi,m) 二 _ cos ^ ) ( c o s h ^ + COS ‘ 
- s i n 甲 cosh � ^ 
(cosh ^ 一 cos ^ ) ( c o s h ^ + COS • "2， 
^ 2 (4.21) 
where ("i, "2) is the o u t w a r d normal vector. By Taylor series and direct compu-
tation, eliminating high order elements, we get 
xi-yi ” x2-y2 . J. 
r ( r - - - 丁 "2 (4.22) 
Also, we have the relations 
yi 二 a;i(t+ A t), 2/2 = X2(t+ A t), 
SO 
[(Xi(t+ A t ) - Xi{t)) . + ix2{t+ A t ) - X2(t)) . "2: 
她，二 2 At) - + [X2(t+ At) - X2{W， 
where 
— x'^it^ A t) — -x[{t+ A t) 
Using L'Hospital rule, we get 
Therefore, we now get an accurate estimate of whether y equals x or 
not. 
Remark 1: The splitting of G into Gq and M is crucial for numerical simulation. 
If we directly compute by taking derivatives for each element of the 
series, we will encounter derivative jump phenomenon at {xi,x2) 二 (2/1,1/2) and 
the computation will become invalid. However if G is decomposed to Go and M, 
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when we take derivatives, neither Gq nor M has derivative jump phenomenon. 
It is simply because from the formula of M, the derivative jump phenomenon 
induced bv 丄e认aniari-yil and � m i l cancel out each other. 
�kan Tl—2 
4.3 Numerical solution of (4.12) 
In this section we will give an approach to obtain the numerical solution of 
u{x) by (4.11). 
First, assuming dQ is defined by 7 � 二（71("S)，72(S))，then (4.12) becomes 
⑷)+ 2 f (爱 ) ( 7⑷,7� M 7 � ) | 7 ' � I如 
+ 2 厂 ⑷ , 7 � … I 如 二 -2以 ' ( 7�>’ S e [一7r’7r] 
九T (4.23) 
and (4.11) becomes 
u{x)=厂(禁� M 7 � ) | 7 ' � I 如+ 
J-冗办y (4.24) 
/ 冗 rIM 
⑷)W7 ⑷)|7'� I机 for x €Qe . 
From the ordinary rectangular quadrature formula, we have 
/ v{a)da ^ h ^  v{tk) 
J-冗 k=i 
where h 二考 and 亡a； == - t t + kh. Then the above two integral equations are 
replaced by the following linear systems 
‘ (4.25) 
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where i 二 1 , 2 , N , U =-n + ih and 
‘ (4.26) 
f : ( | ^ ) ( z ’ 7 � M 7 � ) l 作力 I . " for 
Now suppose Xj 二 if [ 他 o u r approach is to first solve the linear system (4.25) 
to get Xj then substitute xj into (4.26) and thus obtain u{x). 
4.4 Underwater image problem 
In the previous two sections, we develop a boundary integral method to solve 
the direct underwater scattering problem. In this section, we will try to use linear 
sampling type method ([21]) to recover some underwater objects using input data 
generated by the boundary integral method developed above. 
The shallow water waveguide is denoted by Rl ：= {{xi,X2) e R'^  ： 0 < X2 < 
/i}, where h is the depth of the ocean. Let H be a bounded obstacle located in the 
waveguide. The total acoustic field u from a point source = (o：?,約)satisfies 
Au{x) + kM^) 二 乂工 一 A), for X 二（a:i, 0；2) € Rl\n (4.27) 
w = 0， at 0：2 二 0, (4.28) 
^ = 0 , at X2 = h, (4.29) 
dn 
u also satisfies the out-going radiation condition 
lim — 二 0 for n 二 l”..,oo, (4.30) 
|XI|—OO \0 XI / 
where xf is the location of the acoustic source, /c> 0 is the wavenumber, and u^ is 
the nth normal propagation mode as defined in section 4.1. From (4.27)- (4.30), 
we have 
Au'(x) -h k^u'(x) = 0, for a： G Rl\n (4.31) 
« 
• 1 
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ws = 0， at 0：2二0, (4.32) 
^ = 0 , at X2 = h, (4.33) on 
lim = 0 for n = l,...,oo. (4.34) 
laril—oo V \d Xi J 
On dQ, u^ satisfies some unknown boundary conditions 
Bu' = -Bu' on a a (4.35) 
The boundary conditions may be one of the followings: 
Dirichlet boundary condition: 
= on aQ, (4.36) 
Neumann boundary condition: 
^二―学 on d 队 (4.37) dn on 
Impedence boundary condition: 
- +入以 s = _ 学一入 u i � n a n (4.38) 
dn on 
where A > 0. We assume that dQ is smooth enough to admit a solution, and 
that k^ is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet, Neumann, or Impedence problems. 
Hence, for each given a ; � u \ x ) 二 jg known and u'{x) is determined 
uniquely for any given boundary condition B. 
In our problem let 
r = {(xi,x2) G E^|a:2 二:rg 二 constant} (4.39) 
and 
r , = {(ojs, xl) e = xf = constant}. (4.40) 
We assume that both F and Fg are above the obstacle Q. The imaging problem 
we consider is as follows. Given u{x, x^) for x G F and x^ G F^, we wish to get an 
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image of the unknown obstacle Q without knowing which of the three boundary 
conditions satisfies. For practical concern, we may choose T 二 IV Let D, a 
searching region, be a region containing Cl. For any y 二 (yi, ^ D，we consider 
the integral equation 
[ 以 = for x G T, (4.41) 
JTS 
where G{x,y) is the Green function for the parallel waveguide without any ob-
stacle(see section 4.1). We have the following theorem ([21]). 
Theorem 4.4.1. (1) If ye D\Q, (4M) has no solution. 
(2) If (441) has a solution e for given y G Q, then the solution is 
unique if there does not exist an eigenfunction for Q with homogeneous boundary 
condition corresponding to one of (4-36)- (4-38). 
(3) If the equation (441) has a solution g for given ye CI, then 
liij�||p(.;:?/)||L2(rs) 二 00. (4-42) 
y—dil 
Note that this theorem is very similar to theorem 2.3.1, they both show the 
blow-up behavior of the function g. But in the underwater case, we have to solve 
the near field integral equation (4.41) instead of the far-field equation. The proof 
of the theorem is very similar to that of theorem 2.3.1. A sketch of the analysis 
is illustrated below. From the relation: 
JTS 
where y e D, x eT.we define a function 
咖 ， x e Rl\Cl and y e D. 
JTS 
Obviously v{x, y) = 0 for x G T and 
AaM:r’y) + A:Mz,y) = 0 
when X is located between the line T and the x-axis. Because of the zero boundary 
condition(v(a:,y) = 0 as a: G T) and the radiation condition, we may conclude 
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that v{x, y) = 0 for all the x located between the line T and the x-axis. Then we 
get v{x,y) = Oasxe Rl\Cl. Because v{x, y) is continuous along dQ, v{x,y) 二 0 
also holds as a; G dQ. Finally, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get 
JFs 
where x e dQ and y e D. Due to the fact that G{x, y) is singular when x = y, 
lim \\g{-]y)\\-LHR) = OO, y—yoil 
as y tends to x. 
4.5 Imaging scheme without a reference object 
We present some numerical examples here. The input data are obtained by 
solving the direct scattering problem using an approximate boundary integral 
equation method developed in the previous sections. We plot the norm of the 
regularized solution of the integral equation (4.41) as a function of the source 
point in the searching region, and set a filter to keep all (or most) of the local 
extrema in the picture. 
We assume that F and are the same line. The data u{xn]X^) are given 
at points {xn ： n = 0，."，iV} along a straight line T for G T. In our nu-
merical experiment, we choose x^ e {xn ： n = 0,…,N�. Therefore, we have 
an A/^  + 1 by A/" + 1 array of data. We approximate the integral by trapezoidal 
rule. Let gj = g{xj)Jn = G{xn]y), and S = (s„�(Ar+i)x(Ar+i) for n = 0”..,iV 
and j = 0’...，iV’ where y G D, the searching area. Snj = hu{xn； xj) where 
h = {xN- Xo)/N for 0 < i < AT a n d h 二 [OCN — XO)/2N for 二 0 a n d j 二 N. Le t 
f = (/o,…,/iv产 and g 二 (go,…,gN)T. The integral equation (4.41) is approxi-
mated by the linear system 
Sg = f. 
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Note that / is a vector function ofy e D. Hence g is also a vector valued function 
of y. The matrix 5 is a ill-conditioned matrix. We use Tikhonov regularization, 
i.e., we solve the following regularized system instead: 
(6/ + 們 ) ” 巧 ， （4.43) 
where S* denotes the conjugate of S. After solving g we compute its norm 
|p(.，Y)丨丨L2(r) for each y G D and plot its contour in D. But theorem 4.4.1 predicts 
the boundary of Q. would enclose small values of the norm of 仏 so the contour lines 
close to or inside dn would be very sparse, and this is very inconvenient for us to 
judge whether the imaging is good or not. So for all the numerical applications 
below, we will plot the contour lines of l/\\g{-.y)\\LHry The followings are some 
numerical examples. 
4.6 Numerical examples wi thout a reference ob-
ject 
We will show the results of the recoveries of two different objects in this section. 
One obstacle is relatively simple and the other one is more complex. 
Example 4.6.1 The parameters used are illustrated below. The wavenumber is 
k=2,5 or 10, the noise level is 0, 1%, 5% or 10%, the depth of the water is tt, and 
the obstacle is enclosed by the curve a； = r^  cos (9, " =音 + r sin 6>, where 
r 二 0.3 X (1-0.6sin360, 0 < 6> < 27r. 
The Green function G{x, y) is truncated using iV = 32. When k = 10’ we also 
consider the case N = 64. The data are given on r 二 二 {(一12 + 0.2n, 0.25)： 
ri 二 0，120}. The searching area is 
D = [-0.9,0.9] X [ I — 0.9,1 + 0.9]. 
Figure 4.1 shows that when there is no noise, our method could provide a quite 
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0.8 • 0.8 
一0.5 0 0 . 5 - 0 5 0 0 . 5 
(a) (b) 
_ _ 
- 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 - 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 
(c) � 
Figure 4.1: Numerical experiment 4.6.1. N二32，k=2, (a) noise=0,(b) noise=l%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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_ 國 
0.8 D.8 • 
0 - 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 (a) (b) 
mm 
0 " 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 
(c) � 
Figure 4.2: Numerical experiment 4.6.1. N=32, k二5, (a) noise=0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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圖顯 
0.8 • . 0.8 • 




- 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 - 0 . 5 0 0 . 5 
(c) (d) 
Figure 4.3: Numerical experiment 4.6.1. N二32, k=10, (a) noise=0,(b) noise=l%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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jfflffl 
。.°. ： 
I^li 0 ^ 0 0.5 
(a) (b) 
_ _ 
I ^ H 0 0.5 -。.5 0 。.5 
(c) � 
Figure 4.4: Numerical experiment 4.6.1. N二64，k二 10, (a) noise二0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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good recovery. For 1% or 5% noise level, the recovery is still good. At the noise 
level of 10%, we can locate the obstacle and obtain a reasonable recovery. In this 
situation, noise is not a big concern. As the wavenumber k grows to 5 (Figure 4.2)， 
the recoveries are good at low noise levels(0% or 1%). As the noise level rises to 
5% or 10%, we could not obtain a very accurate recovery of the obstacle. For 
the k = 10, N = 32 case, A; 二 10 means that the wavelength is Although the 
A: 二 10 case can not provide a recovery as good as the A; 二 2 case when there 
is no noise, the A: = 10 case could recover the concave and convex parts of the 
obstacle clearly at the noise level of 5% or 10%. In the A; = 2 and A: == 5 cases, in 
contrast, many information about the concave parts of the obstacle are lost at the 
high noise level(5% or 10%). The comparison between Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 
shows that even if we truncate the Green function with much more points(from 
N 二 32 to N = 64) the improvement in our recovery is not so obvious. 
Example 4.6.2 The parameters used are illustrated below. The wavenumber is 
k=2,5 or 10, the noise level is 0, 1%, 5% or 10%, the depth of the water is TT, and 
the obstacle is enclosed by the curve a; 二 r cos 0’ y 二 f + r sin 没，where 
r = 0.3 X (1 - 0.6 sin 5(9), 0 < 61 < 27r. 
The Green function G(x，y) is truncated using N 二 32. When k = 10, we also 
consider the case N = 64. The data are given on T = = {(-12 + 0.2n, 0.25): 
n = 0 , 1 2 0 } . The searching area is 
D = [-0.9,0.9} X - 0.9,1 + 0.9；. 
For the A: = 2 case (Figure 4.5), when there is no noise, our recovery is very good. 
When the noise level is 1%, we could only get the general trend of the obstacle. 
As the noise level increases to 5% or 10%, the recovery deteriorates rapidly. This 
provides a sharp contrast with Figure 4.1 in which the recovery is still good as 
the noise level increases. This may attribute to the fact that the obstacle in 
Figure 4.5 is more complex than that in Figure 4.1. As the wavenumber goes up 
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Figure 4.5: Numerical experiment 4.6.2. N二32, k二2, (a) noise二0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.6: Numerical experiment 4.6.2. N=32，k二5, (a) noise二0,(b) noise=l%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.7: Numerical experiment 4.6.2. N=32，k二 10, (a) noise=0,(b) noise二 1%， 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.8: Numerical experiment 4.6.2. N=64, k=10, (a) noise二0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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to 5, the recovery is good for the noise-free case. When the noise level goes up, 
our recovery remains good. In this situation, the recovery is not sensitive to the 
noise level. When the wavenumber is 10 and N = 32, we find that the recovery 
is almost the same for all the noise levels. In this scenario, even if there is no 
noise the recovery is not so good. But as N rises to 64(Figure 4.8), which means 
we get a more accurate input data. The improvement is significant especially at 
the low noise level(0% or 1%). At the noise level of 5% or 10%, the improvement 
is not so clear. Note that the improvement obtained here contrasts sharply with 
the situation in the example 4.6.1, in which there is almost no improvement when 
N rises from 32 to 64. 
4.7 Imaging scheme wi th a reference object 
In the previous section, we notice that the choice of the cut-off value is very 
important. In this section we will provide an effective way to choose the cut-off 
value. The basic ideas come from [19] in which a reference object is used to 
help us to select the suitable cut-off value. To produce a numerical experiment, 
the first step is to obtain the input data using the boundary integral method 
developed in section 4.2. Because having two objects now, an obstacle and a 
reference object (a ball here), we have to modify the original system a little bit. 
Denote fi as the obstacle and B as the reference ball. 
ip{x) + 2 [ 〜二《⑷， f o r x G dQ (4.44) 
Jdn 办y 
is replaced by 
仍 ⑷ [ = for 工 e dQ 
J拟加y J犯加" (4.45) 
and 
仍⑷+2/ 工,咖 1(2/)办y+2 / 監、工*2�执二-2u\:i:�, for xGdB, 
J拟加y J犯加" (4.46) 
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where cpiix) G C{dn) and ip2{x) € C{dB). In the same way 
u{x) = [ for xeQe (4.47) 
Jan 办y 
is replaced by 
y如 di^y hn du, ( 4 4 8 ) 
Assume dO. and dB are defined by 71 (s) and 72(5) respectively. Discretizing the 
integral system of (4.45), (4.46) and (4.48), we get the following linear system: 
+ 2 ; f ^ ( | ^� ( 7 i� , 72 f e ) )灼 ( 72 f e ) ) l 7揪 ) l . h = -2以乂71 ⑷） 
� (4.49) 
where N denotes how many parts we decompose dO. and dB, h =令 and Si = 
-TT + hi, i = i,2,"”N; 
N PIP 
仍 ( 7 2 � ) + � 仍 • h 
7 = 1 双 
(4.50) 
where Si = —TT + hi, i = 1 , 2 , N ; 
二 � (4.51) 
N ^^ 
• h for x eQe -
j=l 奴 
With the assumptions 二 = 1,2’ .•” N and 二 工 j + N , j = 
l,2,...,iV, combining the linear system (4.49) and (4.50), we could solve xj for 
j = 1,2, ...,2iV. Then substituting Xj into (4.51), u{x) is obtained. This will be 
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the input data that is to be used for our numerical experiments. Once the input 
data is obtained, where a; G T and G F,. Relied on the scheme 
[^s(a;,a;”p(:rS;y)d:rS= .G(:r,y), for x G T, 
JTS 
we can get the numerical solution of g. The subsequent steps are the same as in 
section 4.5. 
4.8 Numerical examples wi th a reference object 
As shown in the previous section, the insertion of a reference object changes our 
reconstruction system. In this section, numerical simulations will display the ef-
fect of a reference object in the recovery. Distinguished by the distance between 
these two objects, three situations are considered. We start from the shortest 
distance to the longest distance. 
Example 4.8.1 The parameters used are illustrated below. The wavenumber 
is k=2,5 or 10, the noise level is 0, 1%, 5% or 10%, the depth of the water is TT, 
and the obstacle is enclosed by the curve 工二 r cos (9，y 二专 + sin where 
r•二 0.3 X (1 -0 . 6 sin 360, 0 < 61 < 27r. 
The Green function G{x,y) is truncated using N 二 32. The data are given on 
r 二 = {(-12 + 0.2n，0.25) : n 二 0，…’ 120}. The reference ball is presented by 
工二 0.9 + 0 . 1 X cos0，y 二 f + 0.1 X sin6>. The searching area is 
D = [-0.9,1.4] X 0.9,1 + 0.9]. 
Figure 4.9 shows that when the wavenumber k equals to 2, we could get a good 
recovery of these two obstacles. But when the noise level rises to 5% and 10%, we 
even can not locate the ball. This may attribute to the fact that the wave length 
TT is much larger than the distance 0.9 between these two objects. In the A; = 5 
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Figure 4.9: Numerical experiment 4.8.1. N二32，k=2, (a) noise=0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.10: Numerical experiment 4.8.1. N二32, k=5, (a) noise=0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise二 10%. 
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丨_ 
0.8 0.8 • 
-0.5 0 0.5 1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
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Figure 4.11: Numerical experiment 4.8.1. N=32, k=10, (a) noise=0,(b) 
noise二 1%, (c) noise二5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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and A; 二 10 cases(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11)，in contrast, we could locate the 
two objects no matter what the noise level is. Because in these two situations, 
the wave length 誉t  and t^t are close to the distance 0.9. Meanwhile the recoveries 
in the A: 二 5 and A: 二 10 cases(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11) are not very sensitive 
to the noise level. If we only consider the noise-free case in example 4.8.1, case 
k=2(Figure 4.9) gets the best result. 
Example 4.8.2 The parameters used are illustrated below. The wavenumber is 
k=2,5 or 10, the noise level is 0, 1%, 5% or 10%, the depth of the water is tt, and 
the obstacle is enclosed by the curve o; 二 r cos (9，i/ 二专 + r^  sin where 
r 二 0.3 X ( 1 - 0 . 6 sin 3(9)， 0 < 6> < 27r. 
The Green function G(x,y) is truncated using N 二 32. The data are given on 
r 二 r , 二 {(-12 + 0.2n, 0.25) : n 二 0，…’ 120}. The reference ball is presented by 
a; 二 1.4 + 0.1 X cos (9,2/ 二 f + 0.1 x sin (9. T h e searching area is 
D = [-0.9,1.9] X - 0.9, • + 0.9]. 
In the k二2 case(Figure 4.12), the recovery is fairly well until 5% noise level. 
When the noise level is 10%, the recovery is not so good but could still provide 
us useful information such as the location and the approximate shape of these 
two objects. In the cases of A: 二 5 and /c 二 10(Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14), the 
recovery does not change too much as the noise level changes. 
Example 4.8.3 The parameters used are illustrated below. The wavenumber is 
k=2,5 or 10, the noise level is 0, 1%, 5% or 10%, the depth of the water is tt, and 
the obstacle is enclosed by the curve :r 二 r cos <9，二 f + r sin (9, where 
r^  二 0.3 X (1 — 0.6 sin 3(9), 0 < 6> < 27r. 
The Green function G(x,y) is truncated using N = 32. The data are given on 
r 二 r , = {(-12 + 0.2n, 0.25) : n = 0’ …，120}. The reference ball is presented by 
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Figure 4.12: Numerical experiment 4.8.2. N=32, k=2, (a) noise=0,(b) noise=l%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.13: Numerical experiment 4.8.2. N=32, k二5, (a) noise=0,(b) noise-1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. • 
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Figure 4.14: Numerical experiment 4.8.2. N=32, k=10, (a) noise=0,(b) 
noise=l%, (c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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X = 1.9 + 0.1 X cos 6/, y = I + 0.1 x sin 0. The searching area is 
D = [-0.9，2.4] X 0.9,1 + 0.9]. 
In the /c = 2 case(Figure 4.15), when the noise level is low(0% or 1%), the re-
coveries are almost the same. At the higher noise level(5% or 10%), the recovery 
is also acceptable. If we only consider the no noise case, then the /c 二 2 case wins. 
However, in the k二 10 case(Figure 4.17), we could see that the concave parts of 
the obstacle are clearly shown while in the k=2 case(Figure 4.15) they are not. 
In sum, from Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.17, we could make some general remarks. 
Remark 1: No matter what situations we encounter, the A: = 2 noise-free case 
always dominates other cases. 
Remark 2: The A: 二 10 case could sometimes provide more information such as 
the concavity of the obstacle. 
Remark 3: As the noise level rises, the recovery deteriorates. But we could not 
give a clear cut conclusion about how sensitive the recovery is to the different 
noise levels. In some cases, noise could greatly change our results, while in other 
cases, noise is not a big concern. 
Remark 4: As N increases, we could obtain more accurate input data. But the 
effect on our final recovery is not clear. In some situations, the improvement is 
significant. In other situations, the improvement is negligible. 
Remark 5: As k goes up, the contour line becomes from the regular style to the 
tortuous style. 
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Figure 4.15: Numerical experiment 4.8.3. N=32, k=2，(a) noise二0,(b) noise=l%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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Figure 4.16: Numerical experiment 4.8.3. N=32, k=5, (a) noise二0,(b) noise二 1%, 
(c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. . 
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Figure 4.17: Numerical experiment 4.8.3. N=32, k二 10，（a) noise二0,(b) 
noise=l%, (c) noise=5%, (d) noise=10%. 
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